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INTRODUCTION: The recruitment of the ri-

bosome to a specific mRNA is a critical step
in the production of proteins in cells. In addition to a general recognition of the “cap”
structure at the beginning of eukaryotic
mRNAs, ribosomes can also initiate translation from a regulatory RNA element termed
internal ribosome entry site (IRES) in a
cap-independent manner. IRESs are essential for the synthesis of many human and
viral proteins and take part in a variety of

biological functions, such as viral infections,
the response of cells to stress, and organismal
development. Despite their importance, we
lack systematic methods for discovering and
characterizing IRESs, and thus, little is known
about their position in the human and viral
genomes and the mechanisms by which they
recruit the ribosome.
RATIONALE: Our method enables accurate
measurement of thousands of fully designed

High-throughput bicistronic assay provides insights on translational regulation in humans
and viruses. (A) A library of thousands of designed oligonucleotides as synthesized and cloned
into a bicistronic reporter. Measurements of enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) production,
representing cap-independent translation activity, were performed with fluorescence-activated cell
sorting and deep sequencing (FACS-seq). (B) The landscape of cap-independent translation
sequences in humans and viruses and the identified cis-regulatory elements driving their activity.
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sequences for cap-independent translation
activity. By using a synthetic oligonucleotide
library, we can determine the exact composition of the sequences tested and can profile sequences from hundreds of different viruses, as
well as the human genome, in a single experiment. In addition, synthetic design enables
the construction of oligos in which we carefully and systematically mutate native IRESs
and measure the effect of these mutations on
expression. This reverse-genetics approach
enables the characterization of the regulatory
elements that recruit the ribosome and provide specificity in translation.
RESULTS: We uncover thousands of human
and viral sequences with cap-independent
translation activity, which provide a 50-fold increase in the number
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enrichment of regulatory
elements in the untranslated region in the
beginning of transcripts (5′UTR). However,
we also find enrichment in the untranslated
region located downstream of the coding sequence (3′UTR), which suggests a mechanism
by which ribosomes are recruited to the 3′UTR
to enhance the translation of an upstream sequence. A genome-wide profiling of positivestrand RNA viruses ([+]ssRNA) reveals the
existence of translational elements along their
coding regions. This finding suggests that
[+]ssRNA viruses can translate only part of
their genome, in addition to the synthesis
and cleavage of a premature polyprotein. Our
analysis reveals two classes of functional
elements that drive cap-independent translation: (i) highly structured elements and (ii)
unstructured elements that act through a
short sequence motif. We show that many
5′UTRs can attract the ribosome by WatsonCrick base pairing with the 18S ribosomal
RNA, a structural RNA component of the
small ribosomal subunit (40S). In addition,
we systematically investigate the functional
regions of the 18S rRNA involved in these
interactions that enhance cap-independent
translation.
◥

CONCLUSION: These results reveal the
wide existence of cap-independent translation sequences in both humans and viruses.
They provide insights on the landscape of
translational regulation and uncover the
regulatory elements underlying cap-independent
translation activity.
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To investigate gene specificity at the level of translation in both the human genome and
viruses, we devised a high-throughput bicistronic assay to quantify cap-independent
translation. We uncovered thousands of novel cap-independent translation sequences,
and we provide insights on the landscape of translational regulation in both humans and
viruses. We find extensive translational elements in the 3′ untranslated region of human
transcripts and the polyprotein region of uncapped RNA viruses. Through the
characterization of regulatory elements underlying cap-independent translation activity,
we identify potential mechanisms of secondary structure, short sequence motif, and
base pairing with the 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Furthermore, we systematically map the
18S rRNA regions for which reverse complementarity enhances translation. Thus,
we make available insights into the mechanisms of translational control in humans
and viruses.

T

ranslation of mRNA is a fundamental process subjected to extensive levels of regulation. Despite the importance of translation
control in regulating gene expression, we
have lacked high-throughput methods to
investigate mRNA translation. Recent technological advances have allowed us to identify and
quantify the production of proteins in cells with
ribosome profiling (1). However, a systematic
characterization of the functional cis-regulatory
elements that govern this process is still missing.
Translation initiation in eukaryotes generally
involves the recognition of the m7GpppX cap
structure at the 5′ end of the transcript (2).
However, ribosomes can also initiate translation from a cis-regulatory element in the mRNA
termed the internal ribosome entry site (IRES).
Ever since its initial discovery in picornaviruses a
few decades ago (3, 4), numerous studies have
demonstrated that IRESs are crucial for proper regulation of viral and human genes. Many
positive-strand RNA viruses or [+]ssRNA viruses,
which make up more than one-third of known
virus genera (5), are naturally uncapped and rely
heavily on IRES-dependent translation for expressing their genome. IRESs are thus essential
1
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for viral infections and the resulting pathologies,
and they serve as specific targets for antiviral
therapeutic drugs (6). Emerging reports demonstrate novel mechanisms by which IRESs also
take part in a variety of biological functions in
mammalians even under conditions in which capdependent translation is intact, such as the translation of two different proteins from a single
bicistronic transcript (7) and accurate gene expression during organismal development (8).
IRESs can act by various mechanisms to recruit the 40S subunit of the ribosome, including
the formation of RNA structures, interaction with
IRES trans-acting factors (ITAFs), and WatsonCrick base pairing with the 18S ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) (9–11). However, experimental limitations
have prevented a systematic identification and
characterization of these elements (12), and despite much research, only a few dozen cellular
and viral IRESs have been discovered to date.
A recent study used an in vitro selection strategy to survey the entire human genome for RNA
sequences that enhance cap-independent translation and assayed thousands of native genomic
fragments (13). However, although increasing the
throughput of measurements is necessary, it is
not sufficient to understand the function of these
elements. To decipher the cis-regulatory elements
driving IRES activity, we need to systematically
manipulate many native sequences and to measure their expression. Furthermore, because
many [+]ssRNA viruses express their entire proteome using IRES-dependent translation, the
identification of these sequences is essential for
understanding viral gene regulation. However,
current approaches use native genomic fragments
as the input sequences and are not applicable to

many viruses, some of which cannot currently be
cultured in the laboratory. Thus, the landscape of
translational regulation in the vast majority of
viruses remains unknown.
To address these fundamental questions, we
devised a high-throughput bicistronic assay to
quantify cap-independent translation activity
of thousands of native and synthetic sequences
from human and viral genomes. We provide insights regarding translational regulation in humans and viruses and systematically characterize
the cis-regulatory elements involved.
Accurate measurements of 55,000
designed sequences
We designed a library of 55,000 oligonucleotides
to screen for novel cap-independent translation
sequences in human and hundreds of viral genomes, and to decipher the cis-regulatory elements driving IRES activity (Fig. 1A) [(14) and
tables S1, S3 to S5, S7, and S8]. To accurately
measure the expression of each of these oligos,
we devised a high-throughput bicistronic reporter
assay using fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS) and high-throughput DNA sequencing
(15) (Fig. 1B) (14).
To gauge the accuracy of our measurements,
we designed 15 replicates for previously reported
IRESs with unique barcodes. We found agreement between oligos with different barcodes for
independent synthesis, cloning, sorting, and sequencing (fig. S1). Our measurements also were
reproducible between biological replicates [correlation coefficient (R) = 0.90] (Fig. 1C). To evaluate the accuracy of our assay in comparison
with each oligo’s individual measurement, we
isolated 25 clones from the library pool and measured the expression of each isolated clone using
flow cytometry, which also agreed between individual measurements and those extracted from
the pooled sequence measurements (R = 0.96)
(Fig. 1D). Finally, we compared our approach
with the traditional luciferase reporter system
by cloning 13 oligos from the library into bicistronic luciferase plasmids. Testing their activity with a dual luciferase assay, we found a high
correlation between these measurements and
the computed expression scores of the library
(R = 0.89) (fig. S2).
To identify whether our results were due to
cryptic promoter activity, we also performed highthroughput promoter measurements (Fig. 1B).
Oligos for which >20% of the reads were obtained in the enhanced green fluorescent protein–
positive (eGFP+) population were considered
active promoters and were removed from all
downstream analyses. In addition, we devised a
high-throughput assay to identify cryptic splicing
events by quantifying the reduction in the levels
of intact bicistronic transcripts in cells. For each
oligo from the eGFP+ population, we computed
the ratio between deep-sequencing reads obtained
from cDNA and genomic DNA (gDNA) samples
(fig. S3, A and B). Oligos for which we detected
prominent reduction, indicating cryptic splice sites,
were removed from all downstream analyses (14).
Notably, our measurements successfully captured
15 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6270
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the previously identified X-linked inhibitor of
apoptosis protein (XIAP) and the eukaryotic
initiation factor eIF4G1 IRESs that show active

cryptic splice sites in some bicistronic plasmids
(16) (fig. S3B). A lack of correlation between
eGFP expression and the computed splicing

Fig. 1. Synthetic library design and measurements. (A) Design of the
tested synthetic oligonucleotides: (i) viral 5′UTRs and fragments of complete
viral genomes, (ii) human 5′UTRs and fragments of complete transcripts,
and (iii) systematic mutagenesis for reported IRESs (17) and native 5′UTRs.
(B) Schematic representation of a high-throughput bicistronic reporter assay:
55,000 designed ssDNA oligos 210 nt in length were synthesized by using
oligonucleotide library synthesis technology (15, 52, 53). For cap-independent
translation measurements, we cloned the library into a lentiviral bicistronic
plasmid between mRFP and eGFP reporters and infected H1299 cells resulting in integration of a single oligo into each cell. We then sorted the resulting
pool of cells into 16 bins on the basis of eGFP expression with FACS. Next,
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score (R = –0.07) (fig. S3C) supports the idea
that cryptic splicing events are not the predominate signal driving the expression of eGFP

we used deep sequencing to compute an expression score for each designed oligo on the basis of the distribution of sequence reads across expression bins. For promoter activity measurements, we cloned the library
into a plasmid that lacks intrinsic promoter and sequenced eGFP+ population. (C) Reproducibility of expression measurements: A comparison between two biological replicates of independent sorting of the library into 16
expression bins. a.u., Arbitrary units. (D) Accuracy of expression measurements: 25 clones, each expressing a single oligo, were measured for each
clone individually by flow cytometry. A comparison between these isolated
measurements and those calculated from the pooled expression measurements is shown.
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in the library. To test this directly, we performed
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR) with three sets of primers for different
regions on the mRFP cistron. Although a clear
reduction was obtained for cells expressing the
XIAP IRES, we detected no differences between
the empty vector and the eGFP+ population,
which provides additional evidence that most
of the positive oligos that we identified do not
contain a cryptic splice site (fig. S4).
Identification of human and viral
5′UTRs with cap-independent
translation activity
To confirm that our assay can identify sequences
with cap-independent translation activity, we included all the reported IRESs (17) in our library
design. In cases of IRESs longer than the ssDNA
oligo length, we designed multiple oligos spanning the entire sequence of the investigated IRES
[table S1, (14)]. Our assay successfully captures
the activity of 43 of the 119 cellular and viral
IRESs reported, including prominent IRESs such
as c-Myc, p53, and Apaf-1 (fig. S5). Moreover, these
measurements reveal the location of the functional regulatory elements within some long IRESs,
such as the encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV)
IRES (fig. S6A). However, our library, which is
limited to ~200–nucleotide (nt)–length sequences,
cannot detect some long complex IRESs such as
the hepatitis C virus (HCV) IRES (fig. S6B).
To identify novel human 5′ untranslated regions (5′UTRs) with cap-independent translation
activity, we tested 6946 native 5′UTRs from the
human genome. We focused on genes that remained associated with polysomes in eight
different conditions, in which cap-dependent translation was suppressed (table S2) (18–25); genes that
contain short complementary sequences to the 18S
rRNA that function as short IRES elements (26–30);
and genes with alternative isoforms that differ in
their translation start site. Previous reports estimated that 5 to 10% of cellular mRNAs recruit the
ribosome through cap-independent mechanisms
(31). However, a systematic screening of 5′UTRs for
cap-independent activity has not been carried out
to date, and thus, only a handful of 5′UTRs and
genes that harbor cap-independent activity are
currently known. Our assay revealed 583 genes
with positive expression encompassing various biological processes, such as translation (eIF2B4, RPL9,
RPL41); transcription (SOX5, GATA1, HMGA1);
signal transduction (PI4KB, IGF1, BID) and others
(Fig. 2A and table S3). Examining the activity of
randomly selected 5′UTRs (14), we determined that
~10% of human 5′UTRs harbor cap-independent
sequences (fig. S7). Note that gene ontology analysis
revealed that no specific biological process, cellular
component, or molecular function was enriched,
which suggests that cap-independent translation is
a global mechanism shared among genes with
various functions.
To systematically screen for cap-independent
translation sequences in viruses, we tested 2161
native 5′UTRs of all the annotated open reading
frames (ORFs) in 414 RNA and DNA viruses. We
selected viruses from families for which IRES eleSCIENCE sciencemag.org

ments were described, such as the picornaviridae
and dicistroviridae, as well as viruses that cause
human pathologies such as human papilloma
viruses (HPV), herpesviruses, and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Our assay identified
471 novel 5′UTRs with positive cap-independent
translation activity in a wide span of viruses, including human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Kaposi's
sarcoma–associated herpesvirus (KSHV), adenovirus, simian virus 40 (SV40), HPV, and many
others (Fig. 2B and table S4). The observed activity for this large collection of heterogeneous
genomes included in the design and representing
viruses from different groups {double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA), ssDNA, dsRNA, [+]ssRNA,
[–]ssRNA, and retroviruses} suggests that capindependent translation is used by a variety of
viruses beyond the genomes tested here.
Comparison between human and viral 5′UTRs
reveals that the fraction of cap-independent sequences is higher in viruses and that they are
more active than human 5′UTRs in general
(Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 10−6) (Fig. 2C).
Sequence analysis of active 5′UTRs identified specific differences. Viral 5′UTRs have lower GC content and higher minimal free energy (MFE) in
comparison with their human counterparts (t
test, P < 10−55 and P < 10−37, respectively) (Fig.
2C). To test if these features are associated with
expression levels, we compared the GC content
and MFE for all active and inactive 5′UTRs from
both human and viral origin. Indeed, active 5′UTRs
have lower GC content and higher MFE (t test, P <
10−49 and P < 10−51 respectively) (Fig. 2D).
Systematic mutagenesis reveals two
functional classes of IRESs
Reverse-genetics approaches using mutation scanning have been successfully used to uncover the
cis-regulatory elements driving IRES activity (32,
33). However, current techniques have limited ability to construct and measure mutated sequences
for a large number of IRESs in many positions.
As our method enables the construction of a large
number of fully design sequences, we performed a
systematic mutagenesis for 99 reported IRESs
and 734 viral and human 5′UTRs (Fig. 3A). To
evaluate our ability to detect cis-regulatory elements using scanning mutagenesis, we examined
the ODC1 IRES with known cis-regulatory elements (32). Notably, our assay captures the two
elements that stimulate ODC1 IRES activity (Fig.
3B) and demonstrates that systematic mutagenesis can decipher IRES regulatory elements.
Examining all sequences with positive activity
(n = 100) reveals two different mutagenesis profiles: (i) IRESs for which expression is reduced
only when a specific position is mutated and (ii)
IRESs for which mutation in most positions
greatly reduces expression (Fig. 3, C and D). We
termed these two classes “local” and “global”
sensitivity, respectively. These two classes may
represent differences in the underlying mechanism for IRES activity. IRESs can either act
through a short sequence motif, such as ITAF
binding sites, in which only mutations in a specific motif reduce activity (local sensitivity). Or

IRES activity can involve the formation of a secondary structure, in which mutations at various
positions can disrupt the overall structure and
result in reduced activity (global sensitivity). Computing the MFE for the two classes separately
reveals that globally sensitive IRESs have more
structured sequences (i.e., significantly lower
MFE values) compared with local sensitivity
IRESs (t test, P < 10−5) (Fig. 3E). Note that in
the case of local-sensitivity, most of the inactivating mutations reside within ~60 nt upstream of
the AUG triplet (Fig. 3D) which suggests that
proximity of the functional element to the start
codon is essential for the activity of viral and
cellular IRESs.
We examined the high-throughput measurements that we had performed for splicing and
promoter activities and found no significant differences between the two clusters (t test, P > 0.2
and Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P > 0.3, respectively) (fig. S8, A and B). Moreover, mRNA measurements of the mRFP and eGFP cistrons in
cells expressing two individual IRESs from the
local cluster (DAP5 and ELG1) confirm that eGFP
expression is driven by intact bicistronic mRNA
(fig. S8C).
Searching for enriched short sequence motifs
for positive IRESs in all native sequences (14)
reveals an enriched poly(U) motif [feature motif
model hypergeometric P value (34), P < 10−160]
and that this motif is significantly enriched in
positions for which mutations caused reduction
in expression in our scanning mutagenesis assay
(Fisher’s exact test, P < 10−3) (fig. S9A). This
enrichment cannot solely be explained by low GC
content because we do not find enrichment for
poly(A) in active sequences (Fisher’s exact test, P >
0.5) (fig. S9, A and B). Next, we divided the native
sequences into “structured” and “unstructured”
groups according to the computed MFE and
searched each group for enriched motifs for positive IRESs. Although the poly(U) motif was enriched in positive unstructured IRESs, no specific
motif was found for positive structured IRESs
(Fig. 3F, compare P values), adding to the evidence
for differences in the underlying mechanism of
these two classes.
Mapping 18S rRNA regions that enhance
cap-independent translation
Base pairing of mRNA and the 18S rRNA is the
underlying mechanism by which some short
cellular and viral IRESs recruit the 40S subunit
of the ribosome (11, 26–30) (Fig. 4A). Thus,
searching for complementary sequences to the
18S rRNA can be used to predict IRES activity,
yet little is known about the 18S rRNA regions
involved in this process. To systematically map
these regions, we designed 171 oligos with sequences
complementary to human 18S rRNA encompassing its entire 1869 nt with high-resolution and
164-nt overlap between fragments (Fig. 4A and
table S5). For each position on the 18S rRNA,
we computed the averaged expression of all
the oligos containing the corresponding complementary sequence. This analysis uncovers
one distinct region (nt 812 to 1233) for which
15 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6270
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complementary sequences have cap-independent
translation activity (Fig. 4B), referred to here as the
“active region.”
To test if this region is accessible for interactions with a translated mRNA, we compared
our functional measurements with the reported
18S rRNA positions that contact mRNA in the
eukaryotic initiation complex (35). It is striking
that the two helices that interact with the mRNA
upstream of the start codon, h23 and h26, are
contained within the active region (Fig. 4B).
These helices enhance the translation of IGF1R
and HCV IRESs, respectively, by Watson-Crick
base pairing (36–38). In addition, three short
IRESs complementary to the 18S rRNA: tobacco
etch virus (TEV) (28), poliovirus type 2 (29), and
Gtx (26), map to the active region, which demonstrates that our systematic mapping successfully captures reported positions of the 18S rRNA
involved in cap-independent translation. Notably, our assay reveals additional positions for

which complementary sequences present capindependent translational activity, which suggests the existence of additional short IRES
elements. Computing the enrichment of all the
possible substrings of length k that are contained
in a string, or k-mers, derived from the active region
in oligos with positive cap-independent translation from the entire library reveals 134 novel significant elements [Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P <
0.01, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected]. Note
that the fraction of enriched k-mers derived from
the 18S rRNA–active region is higher than the inactive regions (two-proportion z test, P < 10−7)
(Fig. 4C and table S6), which provides additional
evidence that this region is involved in capindependent translation.
To investigate the contribution of 18S rRNA
complementarity to the translation of viral and
human genes, we examined the presence of short
complementary elements in functional regulatory
sequences identified by scanning mutagenesis.

We found that the “UACUCCC” and “UUCCUUU”
elements, which were originally discovered in the
TEV and poliovirus type 2 IRESs, positively regulate
the translation of additional viral and human sequences (Fig. 4D and figs. S10 and S11A). To
directly test the effect of the UACUCCC element
on expression, we designed native sequences that
contain two UACUCCC sites and oligos in which
we mutated each site separately and the two
sites together (fig. S11B). Notably, the effect on
expression of the same element varies between
transcripts and even between different sites within a single transcript, which suggests that additional
parameters such as the relative distance to the
AUG and the surrounding sequence contribute
to its activity. Finally, to gauge the functionality
of the novel short elements uncovered here, we
examined four k-mers from different positions of
the 18S rRNA active region and found that they
reside within regulatory sequences of viral and
cellular cap-independent sequences (Fig. 4E).

Fig. 2. Novel cap-independent translation sequences in human and
viral 5′UTRs. (A) Human genes (583) for which the 5′UTR of at least
one transcript showed positive cap-independent translation activity. Examples of genes from different biological processes are indicated. (B) Viral
genes (471) from 414 different viruses for which 5′UTR exhibited positive
cap-independent translation activity. Examples of genes from different viruses are indicated. (C) Comparison between human and viral 5′UTRs of (i) the fraction
of positive 5′UTRs from all 5′UTRs; (ii) expression levels of positive 5′UTRs (P < 10–6, Wilcoxon rank-sum test); (iii) GC content (P < 10–55, t test); and (iv) MFE
(P < 10–37, t test). (D) Comparison of GC content (P < 10–49, t test) and MFE (P < 10–51, t test) for all active and inactive 5′UTRs (human and viral).
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Human 3′UTRs contain cap-independent
translation sequences
Although some reports indicate the presence of
cellular IRESs in coding sequences and 3′UTRs
(7, 13, 39–42), the vast majority of the investigated
IRESs reside within the 5′UTR region. However,
we cannot tell whether IRESs are truly enriched
in this region because most of the studies focus on
5′UTRs, under the assumption that translation
elements are located upstream to the coding
sequence. For this reason, little is known about
cap-independent translation activity in non5′UTR regions.
We performed an unbiased screen of capindependent translation elements across the
entire length of 159 complete human transcripts.
For each transcript, we designed nonoverlapping
oligos encompassing its entire sequence (Fig. 5A
and table S7). We focused on genes for which
IRES elements were described or genes associated with translating polysomes under conditions
of cap-dependent inhibition in at least two independent studies (table S2) (18–25). To quan-

tify the abundance of active elements per region,
we examined activity across the 5′UTR, the coding sequence, and the 3′UTR for all 159 transcripts when centered on either the start or
stop codons. As expected, a significant enrichment in activity is obtained for the 5′UTR
region compared with the coding sequence
with 43 positive oligos of the 191 tested (twoproportion z test, P < 10–5) (Fig. 5B). Note that
we also find a significant enrichment of capindependent translation elements in the 3′UTR
region as compared with the coding sequence
with 381 positive oligos of the 1296 tested (twoproportion z test, P < 10−33) (Fig. 5B).
We then examined promoter and splicing activities. As expected, promoter activity is significantly enriched in the 5′UTR region, which may
stem from residual core promoters elements, and
is depleted from the coding sequence and 3′UTR
regions (two-proportion z test, P < 10–12) (Fig. 5C).
Splicing activity is significantly reduced in the
3′UTR region compared with the 5′UTR and the
coding sequence (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P <

Fig. 3. Systematic scanning mutagenesis for reported IRESs and native
5′UTRs. (A) Illustration of systematic scanning mutagenesis. Each oligo
contains a 14-nt window in which all nucleotides were mutated. (B) Each blue
diamond represents a designed mutated oligo in the library.The original sequences
of two windows, for which mutations cause reduction in expression, are shown.
Highlighted in red are the two UUUC motifs that stimulate IRES-dependent
translation of the ODC1 IRES (32). (C) Examples of scanning mutagenesis
profiles of four reported IRESs showing local and global sensitivity. (D) Heat
map of scanning mutagenesis profiles for 100 native sequences tested.
Each row represents a different IRES and each column, a different position
within the mutated IRES. IRESs were clustered into local and global
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10−5) (Fig. 5D). These results are in line with a
nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) mechanism
that selectively degrades mRNAs harboring premature termination codons that are upstream
of the last splicing junction, which results in a
stop codon located in the last exon (43). In addition, we confirmed the presence of intact
bicistronic transcripts for a few oligos from the
3′ UTR region, using qRT-PCR measurements
(fig. S12).
These controls demonstrate that the activity
measured in the 3′UTR mostly represents capindependent translation. Notably, cap-independent
sequences in the 5′UTR and the 3′UTR regions
are not mutually exclusive, and genes present
cap-independent activity in the 5′UTR [DNA crosslink repair 1A (DCLRE1A)], the 3′UTR [dystrophinassociated glycoprotein 1 (DAG1) and activating
transcription factor 6 (ATF6)], and in both regions [fibroblast growth factor 1 (FGF1)] (Fig. 5E).
Although the group of transcripts selected may
have an overall higher fraction of cap-independent
translation elements because of our selection

sensitivity (k-means clustering, k = 2). (E) MFE was calculated for wildtype IRESs in each cluster separately. A significant shift toward lower MFE
values, representing more structural sequences, is obtained for global
sensitivity cluster (P < 10–5, t test). (F) Native sequences were divided into
“structured” and “unstructured” groups according to their calculated MFE
value (<–80.2 and >–48.10, respectively). Enriched sequence motifs that
discriminate between active and inactive IRESs were scanned in each group
separately with feature motif model (34) compared with a control, random
group of sequences, regardless of activity levels and MFE. The feature motif
model hypergeometric P values of enriched motifs for each group and the tophit motif logo that is enriched in the unstructured group are shown.
15 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6270
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criteria, on the basis of our experimental design,
we expect no bias in selecting for translation
elements in the 3′UTR region for this group of
transcripts. This suggests that the observed enrichment in the 3′UTR may apply to other human genes as well.
To validate our findings, we cloned three positive oligos from the 3′UTR region into a monocistronic reporter plasmid downstream of a
hairpin structure that attenuates cap-dependent
translation. We obtained positive activity for all
the three oligos tested, which suggests that they
can attract the ribosome directly (fig. S13A). In-

troducing various deletions to one of these sequences led to reduction in expression in both
bicistronic and monocistronic reporter plasmids
(fig. S13, B and C), which supported our findings
that there are functional cap-independent sequences in the 3′UTR region.
[+]ssRNA viruses contain
cap-independent sequences in the
polyprotein region
More than one-third of known virus genera are
[+]ssRNA viruses (44), including HCV, poliovirus,
and foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV). As

Fig. 4. Functional mapping of
the 18S rRNA regions
involved in cap-independent
translation. (A) (Left) Illustration of the 40S subunit recruitment to the 5′UTR via WatsonCrick base pairing between the
18S rRNA and a reversecomplement sequence. (Right) Design of high-resolution mapping of 18S
rRNA regions with reverse-complement fragments that can enhance capindependent translation. Each fragment represents a single oligo in the library.
(B) (Top) Expression measurements of 18S rRNA reverse-complement oligos.
The positions of the reported short IRES elements of TEV, poliovirus type 2,
and Gtx are indicated. (Bottom) Regions on the 18S rRNA that contact the
translated mRNA in the eukaryotic initiation complex (35). Helices that contact
the mRNA upstream and downstream of the start codon are marked in
different colors, and the corresponding positions of the helices that contact
upstream regions are denoted on the functional map. (C) Comparison between the enrichment of k-mers derived from the 18S rRNA active and inactive
regions in oligos with cap-independent translation activity. The fraction of
significant k-mers (P < 0.01, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; FDR controlled with
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[+]ssRNA viruses replicate in the cytoplasm,
most of them are naturally uncapped and, therefore, rely heavily on cap-independent mechanisms for gene expression (45). The production
of viral proteins includes the synthesis of a single polyprotein precursor from an IRES element
in the 5′UTR followed by protease cleavage that
gives rise to the mature proteins (45) (Fig. 6A).
In addition to the canonical mechanism, which
ensures equimolar amounts of the viral proteins,
we hypothesized that [+]ssRNA viruses may also
directly attract the ribosome to enhance the translation of a specific protein. To test this hypothesis,

Benjamini Hochberg procedure) from all tested k-mers in each group is shown.
Higher fraction of significant k-mers is obtained for the active region (P < 10–7,
two-proportion z test). (D) Examples of human sequences that use the
UACUCCC (TEV) or UUCCUUU (poliovirus type 2) short IRES elements.
Scanning mutagenesis profiles are shown. Each gray dot represents a
designed mutated oligo. The positions of the elements (up to 1 mismatch)
within the native sequences are indicated. (E) Examples of viral and cellular
sequences that contain novel k-mers with complementarity to the 18S rRNA
active region. We selected four significant k-mers from the analysis in (C)
that span various positions on the active region. Examples of scanning
mutagenesis profiles of four viral and cellular sequences are shown. The
positions of the k-mers (up to 1 mismatch) within the native sequences are
indicated.
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we profiled cap-independent translation elements
across the complete genomes of 131 [+]ssRNA
viruses coding a single polyprotein. For each genome, we designed nonoverlapping oligos encompassing its entire length (Fig. 6A and table
S8). Notably, in contrast to human transcripts,
where the coding sequence is relatively depleted
from cap-independent translation elements, polyproteins of uncapped [+]ssRNA viruses (picornaviridae and hepaciviruses) have no significant
differences in activity at their 5′UTR and polyprotein regions (two-proportion z test, P > 0.1)
(Fig. 6, B and C). Note that elevated expression
levels in the polyprotein region are specific for
uncapped viruses and are not obtained for flaviviruses, [+]ssRNA viruses that modify their
genomic RNA with a cap structure synthesized
by a viral enzyme (two-proportion z test, P < 10−16)
(Fig. 6, B and D). Capped flaviviruses have activity
levels at their polyprotein similar to those found
in coding sequences of human genes (P > 0.05)
(Fig. 6, B and D).
Examining our measurements for promoter
and splice site activities across the viral genomes
reveals that the uncapped [+]ssRNA viruses do
not contain cryptic promoters or splice sites in
the polyprotein region (fig. S14, A and B). Note

that the 5′UTRs of uncapped [+]ssRNA viruses
are depleted from promoters and splicing elements in comparison with human 5′UTRs as
expected for sequences that were not evolved in
the cell nucleus, which demonstrates our ability
to accurately detect regulatory elements using
high-throughput promoter and splicing activity
measurements.
To validate our finding, we cloned two positive
sequences from the polyprotein region of the
simian sapelovirus 1 and the Ljungan virus to a
bicistronic luciferase plasmid. Examining their
activity in cells revealed higher expression than
the empty vector and the reported Bcl-2 IRES
(fig. S15). We tested if the translation elements
colocalize with the annotated mature proteins
(Fig. 6E) (14) and found no significant colocalization for the tested genomes, which may be due to
differences in translation mechanisms for different viruses, selection of different start position
when the mature protein is cleaved from the
polyprotein precursor or directly translated from
the viral genome, or unknown viral ORFs.
Discussion
We present a systematic high-throughput study
for the identification and characterization of cis-

Fig. 5. Unbiased screen for cap-independent translation elements across
human transcripts. (A) Design of unbiased screen for cap-independent
translation elements in 159 human transcripts; each fragment represents
a single oligo in the library. (B) Cap-independent activity across the 5′UTR,
the coding sequence, and the 3′UTR. Transcripts were aligned by their translation start or stop sites and the fraction of positive oligos was computed for
each position (y axis). Bar chart denotes the fraction of positive oligos per
region. A significant enrichment can be seen for the 5′UTR and the 3′UTR
regions in comparison with the coding sequence (P < 10–5 and P < 10–33,
respectively; two-proportion z test). (C) Promoter activity, as obtained
SCIENCE sciencemag.org

regulatory elements that recruit the ribosome in
a cap-independent manner and thereby expand
by ~50-fold the set of all such sequences known
to date. Our unbiased profiling revealed the wide
existence of cap-independent translation elements
in 3′UTRs of human transcripts and the polyprotein region of [+]ssRNA viruses.
Our results suggest a mechanism by which
uncapped [+]ssRNA viruses translate only part
of their genome. We speculate that these viruses,
which evolved efficient sequence elements for
cap-independent translation in the 5′UTR region, can exploit similar elements to facilitate
the translation of individual proteins. The conditions under which viruses use these elements
and which translated proteins result require further study. Small molecules that interfere with
the secondary structure of viral IRESs can serve
as specific antiviral agents (6). In that sense, our
identification of ~900 IRES elements in RNA viruses increases the number of potential targets
for future drug development.
Note that some plant viruses use cap-independent
translation elements in their 3′UTR, in a mechanism that involves RNA circularization to place
the scanning ribosome near the 5′ end (46–48).
Although by a different mechanism, eukaryotic

from high-throughput promoter assay, across the 5′UTR, the coding sequence, and the 3′UTR. A significant enrichment can be seen for the 5′UTR,
but not the 3′UTR, region in comparison with the coding sequence (P < 10–12
and P > 0.5, respectively; two-proportion z test). (D) Splicing activity, calculated as –log of cDNA/gDNA reads number, across the 5′UTR, the coding
sequence, and the 3′UTR. Similar splicing activity is obtained for 5′UTR
and the coding sequence regions, whereas a significant reduction is obtained for the 3′UTR region (P > 0.6 and P < 10–5, respectively; Wilcoxon ranksum test). (E) Examples of cap-independent translation activity across four
different transcripts.
15 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6270
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mRNAs are also circularized in cells through
interaction between eIF4G and the poly(A)binding protein. In addition, tethering the ribosome to the 3′UTR via artificial MS2 coat
protein–binding sites or the EMCV IRES can enhance the translation of an upstream reporter gene
(49). In light of our findings that cap-independent
translation elements frequently occur in 3′UTRs
and emerging evidence of high ribosome abun-

dance in the 3′UTR region of eukaryotic transcripts (50, 51), it will be interesting to investigate
if a similar mechanism to that described in plant
viruses also exists for human transcripts.
As in the case of transcriptional control, in
which different elements are combined to generate a variety of expression patterns, the cisregulatory elements that underlie cap-independent
translation act through diverse mechanisms

Fig. 6. Genome-wide profiling of cap-independent translation elements
in [+]ssRNA viruses. (A) (Left) Illustration of canonical gene expression in
positive-sense ssRNA genomes. An IRES element in the 5′UTR of the genomic RNA directs the ribosome to synthesize a single polyprotein precursor.
Next, the polyprotein is cleaved by proteases to give rise to both the
structural and nonstructural viral mature proteins, which are therefore produced in equimolar amounts (45). (Right) Design of genome-wide screen
for cap-independent translation elements in 131 [+]ssRNA viral genomes.
(B) Cap-independent activity across the 5′UTR and the polyprotein regions.
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and spread a broad range of expression. Secondary structure, GC content, complementarity
to the 18S rRNA, and stretches of “UUUUU” that
we report here are just part of the sequence features governing activity levels. Our large-scale
functional activity assay results in thousands
of newly discovered cap-independent regulatory sequences in human genes and viruses,
bringing us closer toward a mechanistic and

A similar profile of human transcripts is shown for comparison (from Fig. 5B).
(C) The fraction of positive oligos of uncapped viral genomes per region.
(D) The fraction of positive oligos of uncapped [+]ssRNA viruses, capped
[+]ssRNA viruses, and human coding-sequence regions. A significant enrichment can be seen for uncapped viral polyprotein as compared with capped
[+]ssRNA viruses (P < 10–16, two-proportion z test). (E) Examples of capindependent translation activity across the genome of four different uncapped
[+]ssRNA viruses. Mature proteins track: annotations of the mature protein
positions from the NCBI database.
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quantitative understanding of this important
mode of regulation.
Materials and methods
Synthetic library design
Reported IRESs
The full sequences of all the reported cellular and
viral IRESs were downloaded from the IRESite
database (17). In cases of IRESs longer than 174
nt, their sequence was dissected into fragments
of 174 nt with overlap of 124 nt between oligos
(i.e., 50-nt distance between the start positions
of two sequential oligos).
5′UTRs of human genes
We composed a list of 5058 genes from the human genome according to the following criteria:
(i) We collected all the genes that remained associated with polysomes in eight different microarray studies, in which cap-dependent translation
was suppressed (18–25) (table S2). (ii) Genes for
which we located complementary sequences to
the 18S rRNA that were shown to act as functional IRES elements (26–30) in their 5′UTR. (iii)
Genes with alternative isoforms that differ in their
translation start site. In addition, as a random
group of genes, we included all the 783 genes
from the library of annotated reporter cell clones
(LARC) from Uri Alon’s lab (54). In this library,
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) was fused to
endogenous proteins using random integration
of retroviruses carrying YFP reporter. Therefore,
these genes were not subjected to any selection
and should not be specifically enriched for capindependent translation elements. The full transcripts were downloaded from National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), NIH, and
the 174-nt sequence upstream of the annotated
start codon for each transcript was extracted.
5′UTRs of viral genes
We composed a list of 414 viruses from the NCBI
database. We made sure to represent both RNA
and DNA viruses and selected viruses according
to two criteria: (i) Families of viruses that were
reported to use IRES elements for gene expression: Picornaviridae, Dicistroviridae, Flaviviridae,
and Retroviridae. (ii) Viruses that cause clinical
pathologies such as herpesvirus, HPV, and HIV.
The genomes of the viruses were downloaded
from NCBI, and the 174-nt sequence upstream of
all the annotated genes was extracted.
Scanning mutagenesis to decipher the
cis-regulatory elements
We composed a list of wild-type sequences for
scanning mutagenesis including (i) reported
IRESs from the IRESite database (mammalians
and viruses of humans, vertebrates, and invertebrates). In cases of IRESs longer than 174 base
pairs (bp), IRESs were divided into fragments of
174 bp with 86-bp overlap, and the last three
fragments were selected; (ii) 5′UTRs of genes
that were found to be associated with translating
polysomes under conditions of cap-dependent
inhibition in at least two independent studies
(table S2) (18–25); (iii) 5′UTRs of genes that
SCIENCE sciencemag.org

contain a reported short IRES element with
complementarity to the 18S rRNA (26–30); and
(iv) 5′UTRs of all genes from viral genomes for
which at least one IRES element was reported.
For each wild-type sequence 12 nonoverlapping
mutated oligos were designed. Each designed
oligo contains a 12- to 14-nt window for which
all the nucleotides were mutated.
Sequences complementary to 18S rRNA
The sequence of the human 18S rRNA (1869 nt,
NR_003286) was downloaded from NCBI. Its
reverse-complement sequence was partitioned
into 171 fragments of 174 nt with 164-nt overlap
between fragments (i.e., 10-nt distance between
the start positions of two sequential oligos).
Screening human transcripts
We selected 159 human transcripts according to
the following criteria: (i) genes for which IRES
elements were described in the literature, and
(ii) genes that were found to be associated with
translating polysomes under conditions of capdependent inhibition in at least two independent
studies (table S2) (18–25). The full transcript sequences were downloaded from NCBI and nonoverlapping 174-nt-long fragments were extracted.
Screening viral genomes
We included the full-length genomes of all the
315 RNA viruses from the list that we composed
for the viral 5′UTRs screen. The full genome
sequences of the RNA viruses were downloaded
from NCBI and nonoverlapping 174-nt-long fragments were extracted.
Experimental procedures
Cell culture
Human embryonic kidney cells 293T (HEK 293T)
were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) [Biological Industries, Beit-Haemek,
Israel (BI)] and 1% penicillin and streptomycin (P.S.,
BI). H1299 human lung carcinoma cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco), supplemented
with 10% FBS and 1% P.S. Cells were kept at 37°C in
a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 and
were frozen in complete media with 7% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma). Trypsin-EDTA solution
C (BI) was used to detach cells from culture dishes.
Plasmids
pEF1_XIAP, pEF1_EMCV, pEF1_HCV, and pEF1del_XIAP plasmids were kindly provided by N.
Rahm and A. Telenti (The Institute of Microbiology of the University Hospital Center, Lausanne,
Switzerland) (55). pMDL, pVSV-G, and pRSV-Rev
helper plasmid for lentiviruses packaging were
kindly provided by M. Selitrennik and S. Lev
(Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel).
Synthetic library production and amplification
The production and amplification steps were
adopted from a protocol that was previously
described for yeast promoters (15). We used
Agilent oligo library synthesis technology to
produce a pool of 55,000 different fully designed

single-stranded 210-oligomers (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Each designed oligo
contains common priming sites and restriction
sites for Asc I and Rsr II at the ends, leaving 174
for the variable region. The library was synthesized using Agilent’s on-array synthesis technology (52, 53) and then provided to us as an oligo
pool in a single tube (10 pmol). The pool of oligos
was dissolved in 200 ml Tris-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Tris-EDTA). We divided 11 ng of
the library (1:50 dilution) into 32 tubes and
amplified each tube using PCR. Each PCR reaction contained 24 ml of water with 0.346 ng
DNA, 10 ml of 5× Herculase II reaction buffer,
10 ml of 2.5 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphate
(dNTPs) each, 2.5 ml of 20 mM forward (Fw)
primer, 2.5 ml of 20 mM reverse (Rv) primer, and
1 ml Herculase II fusion DNA polymerase (Agilent
Technologies). The parameters for PCR were 95°C
for 1 min, 14 cycles of 95°C for 20 s, and 68°C
for 1 min, each, and finally one cycle of 68°C for
4 min. The oligonucleotides were amplified using
constant primers in the length of 48 nt, which
have 18-nt complementary sequence to the singlestranded 210-mers and a tail of 30 nt to allow
recognition of products that were not properly
cut by restriction enzymes in the next step.
Primers sequences follow, underline represents
the 18-nt complementary sequence to the ssOligos: TCAGTCGCCGCTGCCAGCTCTCGCACTCTTCTCGGCGCGCCAGTCCT (Fw primer), TTCTTCCGCCGCTCCGCCGTCGCGTTTCTCTGCGTCCGGTCCGAGTCG (Rv primer). The PCR products
from all 32 tubes were joined and concentrated
using Amicon Ultra, 0.5 ml 30K centrifugal filters
(Merck Millipore) for DNA purification and concentration. The concentrated DNA was then purified
using a PCR mini-elute purification kit (Qiagen)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Construction of reporter master plasmids
Two lentiviral plasmids: pEF1_XIAP and pEF1del_XIAP (without promoter) (55) were used as a
vector backbone to create the recipient plasmids
for the library. All plasmids except the XIAP IRES
region were amplified by a PCR reaction with
primers that add unique restriction sites for Asc I
and Rsr II (for synthetic library cloning), as well as
a Bam HI site on both primers to allow plasmid
self-ligation. The primers used for this reaction
were as follows: GGTggatccGGGTTGGGTGCGGACCGatggtgagcaagggcgaggag (Fw primer),
CAAggatccCAACACACCCGGCGCGCCctagtttaaacgtctagagccac (Rv primer). Each PCR reaction contained 30.5 ml water with 20 ng of recipient
plasmid, 10 ml of 5× Phusion polymerase reaction
buffer, 1 ml of 10 mM dNTPs mix, 2.5 ml of 10 mM 5′
primer, 2.5 ml of 10 mM 3′ primer, 1 ml Phusion
polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 2.5 ml
of DMSO (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The parameters for PCR were 95°C for 30 s, 30 cycles of 95°C
for 30 s, 60°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 5 min, each,
and finally one cycle of 72°C for 7 min. The amplified vectors were separated from unspecific
fragments by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose
gel stained with GelStar (Cambrex Bio Science
Rockland), cut from the gel, and purified using
15 JANUARY 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6270
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a gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Purified vectors were
cut with Bam HI [New England Biolabs (NEB)]
for 1 hour at 37°C. To digest the original plasmids
templates Dpn I (NEB) was added to the reaction.
Products were cleaned with PCR purification kit
(Qiagen), and 50 ng of the amplified vectors were
self-ligated for 20 min at room temperature using
Quick DNA Ligase enzyme (NEB). Next, ligated
plasmids were transformed into Escherichia coli
(self-made Hit-DH5a cells) by using heat shock,
positive colonies were grown in 2YT medium,
and the plasmids were purified using a plasmid
mini-kit (RBC BioScience).
Synthetic library cloning into
reporter plasmids
The amplified synthetic library was cloned into
the two master plasmids described above to
create the pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library for
cap-independent translation measurements and
pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library for promoter activity measurements. Library cloning into
the master plasmids was adopted from a protocol that was previously described for yeast promoters (15). Purified library DNA (720 ng total)
was cut with the unique restriction enzymes Asc
I and Rsr II (Fermentas FastDigest) for 2 hours at
37°C in four 40-ml reactions containing 4 ml fast
digest (FD) buffer, 1 ml of Asc I enzyme, 2.5 ml of
Rsr II enzyme, 0.8 ml of dithiothreitol (DTT),
and 18 ml of DNA, followed by a heat inactivation
step of 20 min at 65°C. Digested DNA was separated from smaller fragments and uncut PCR
products by electrophoresis on a 2.5% agarose
gel stained with GelStar (Cambrex Bio Science
Rockland). Fragments the size of 210 bp were
cut from the gel and eluted using electroelution
Midi GeBAflex tubes (GeBA, Kfar Hanagid,
Israel). Eluted DNA was precipitated by using
standard Na acetate–isopropanolol protocol. The
master plasmids were cut with Asc I and Rsr II
(Fermentas FastDigest) for 2.5 hours at 37°C in
a reaction mixture containing 9 ml of FD buffer,
3 ml of each enzyme, 3 ml of alkaline phosphatase
(Fermentas), and 4.5 mg of the plasmid in a total
volume of 90 ml, followed by a heat inactivation
step of 20 min at 65°C. Digested DNA was purified using a PCR purification kit (Qiagen). The
digested plasmids and DNA library were ligated
for 0.5 hours at room temperature in two 10-ml
reactions, each containing 150 ng plasmid and
the library in a molar ratio of 1:1, 1 ml CloneDirect
10× ligation buffer, and 1 ml CloneSmart DNA
ligase (Lucigen Corporation), followed by a heat
inactivation step of 15 min at 70°C. Ligated DNA
(14 ml) was transformed into a tube of E. coli 10G
electrocompetent cells (Lucigen) divided into
seven aliquots (25 ml each), which were then
plated on 28 Luria broth (LB) agar (200 mg/ml
amp) 15-cm plates. To ensure that all 55,000
oligos are represented, we collected ~1.3 ×106
colonies (2 ×106 in the pEF1del plasmid) 16 hours
after transformation, by scraping the plates into
LB medium. Library pooled plasmids were purified using a NucleoBond Xtra maxi kit (Macherey
Nagel). To ensure that the collected plasmids
represent a ligation of single inserts, we performed
aad4939-10

colony PCR on 96 random colonies. The volume of
each PCR reaction was 30 ml; each reaction contained a random colony picked from an LB plate,
3 ml of 10× DreamTaq (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
buffer, 3 ml 2 mM dNTPs mix, 1.2 ml of 10 mM 5′
primer, 1.2 ml of 10 mM 3′ primer, 0.3 ml DreamTaq
polymerase. The parameters for PCR were 95°C for
5 min, 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 68°C for 30 s, and
72°C for 40 s, each, and finally one cycle of 72°C for
5 min. The primers used for this reaction were
CCACAACGAGGACTACACCA (Fw primer) and GTAGGTCAGGGTGGTCACGA (Rv primer). Of the 96
colonies tested for each of the pEF1-mRFP-oligoseGFP and pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP libraries, only
one and two colonies had multiple inserts, respectively.
Lentiviruses production and infections
HEK 293T cells were used for lentivirus production. Twenty-five 6-cm plates were coated with
poly-lysin 0.001% (Sigma), incubated for 1 hour,
and washed three times with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS). Cells (5 × 105) were plated on each of
the 25 plates, 24 hours before transfection. Cells
were cotransfected with three helper plasmids
(pMDL, pVSV-G, and pRSV-Rev) and one of the
library plasmids (pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP or
pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP). Each transfection included 100 ml of Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium (DMEM) with no serum or antibiotics, 18 ml
of FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Promega),
2.7 mg of library plasmids, 1.7 mg of pMDL, 0.9 mg
of pVSV-G, and 0.7 mg pf pRSV-Rev. Transfection
was performed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. After 24 hours, medium was replaced with fresh DMEM, and after an additional
24 hours, ~90 ml of virus-containing media were
collected, filtered with 0.45-mm filters (mercury),
divided into five 50 ml tubes and stored in –80°C.
To determine the titer of the produced lentiviruses, 5 × 105 H1299 cells were plated on 10-cm
plates 24 hours before infection. We thawed one
frozen tube of viruses and performed serial
dilutions of 1:1, 1:5, 1:100, 1:500, and 1:1000 in
DMEM. Diluted virus-containing media (3.5-ml
samples) were added to 1.5 ml RPMI media in
each plate (total volume of 5 ml) in addition to
5 ml of Polybrene (AL-118, Sigma). After 24 hours
cells were washed three times with PBS, and
fresh RPMI complete medium was added. After
an additional 24 hours, cells from each plate
were harvested and plated on a 15-cm plate. We
analyzed the percentages of mRFP+ cells (representing viral integrations) for each dilution using
flow cytometry and determined the exact viral titer
in the original sample. We computed the amount of
viruses needed for multiplicity of infection (MOI) of
0.1 and repeated the infection protocol with the
calculated viruses volume for 25 10-cm plates
with 5 × 105 H1299 cells in each plate. A total of
1.25 × 106 cells were infected so that each
designed sequence in the library (n = 55,000)
was independently integrated into ~23 individual
cells on average.
Sorting libraries by FACS
H1299 cells from both libraries were grown for
5 days after infection in RPMI medium and
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split 1:3 into 15-cm plates 1 day before sorting.
On the day of sorting, cells were trypsinized,
centrifuged, resuspended in sterile PBS, and filtered using cell-strainer capped tubes [Becton
Dickinson (BD) Falcon]. Sorting was performed
with BD FACSAria II SORP (special-order research
product) at low sample flow rate and a sorting
speed of ~8000 cells/s. pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP
library sorting: To sort cells that integrated the
reporter construct successfully (10% of the infected population), we determined a gate according to mRFP fluorescence so that only mRFPexpressing cells were sorted. Library sorting was
conducted in two steps. In the first step, we
sorted eGFP+population, which represent sequences with cap-independent translation activity. To
set the eGFP gate above background level, H1299
cells infected with an empty vector (pEF1-mRFPeGFP) were used. Thirty 15-cm plates of libraryinfected cells were grown for sorting, and a total
of 105 cells were collected (5% of library). To obtain high-resolution measurements for the sequences with positive expression, we performed
a second step in which eGFP+ population was
grown for an additional week and resorted into
16 bins according to eGFP levels. We collected a
total of 4.4 × 106cells for all 16 bins. In addition,
we sorted mRFP+ cells, representing the entire
library of 55,000 designed oligos to determine
the representation of each oligo in the original
library. pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP sorting: To obtain sequences with positive promoter activity,
we sorted eGFP+ population. To ensure a measure comparable with the pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP
library, we used the exact same gate for eGFP
and ran the same number of cells in the FACS as
we did when sorting the eGFP+ population for the
pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library. Twenty 15 cm
plates of infected cells were grown for sorting
and a total of 60,000 cells (2.5% of library) were
collected.
Isolated clones measurements
Three isolated clones from each of the 16 expression bins were grown from single cells that
were sorted into a 96-well plate. After 28 days,
cells were analyzed in Flow Cytometry for eGFP
expression and genomic DNA (gDNA) was purified. DreamTaq DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) was used to amplify the library from
200 ng gDNA, with same conditions and primers
as in the library colony PCR. The PCR product
was Sanger sequenced from the PCR Fw primer.
Colonies for which two or more eGFP peaks were
obtained (representing two or more single cells
that were sorted into the same well) were removed from the analysis.
Preparing samples for sequencing
In order to maintain the complexity of the library
amplified from gDNA, PCR reactions were carried out on a gDNA amount calculated to contain
an average of 200 copies of each oligo included in
the sample. The amounts of cells used for each
gDNA purification were 3.5 × 107 cells (170 mg
gDNA) of total pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP population, 7 × 106 cells (10 mg gDNA) for each expression
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bin, 3 × 108 cells (1500 mg gDNA) of total pEF1delmRFP-oligos-eGFP population, and 6 × 107 cells
(20 mg) of eGFP+ population. gDNA was purified
using DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen) or
blood and cell culture DNA maxi kit (Qiagen).
For each population, a two-step nested PCR was
performed in multiple tubes (to include the required amount of gDNA), each containing 100 ml
(in both steps). In the first step, each reaction
contained 10 mg gDNA, 50 ml of Kapa Hifi ready
mix X2 (KAPA Biosystems), 5 ml of 10 mM 5′ primer, and 5 ml of 10 mM 3′ primer. The parameters
for the first PCR were 95◦C for 5 min, 18 cycles
of 94◦C for 30s, 65◦C for 30s, and 72◦C for 40s,
each, and finally one cycle of 72◦C for 5 min.
The primers used for this reaction were CCACAACGAGGACTACACCA (Fw primer) and GTAGGTCAGGGTGGTCACGA (Rv primer). In the
second PCR step, each reaction contained 5 ml of
the first PCR product (uncleaned), 50 ml of Kapa
Hifi ready mix X2 (KAPA Biosystems), 5 ml 10 of
mM 5′ primer, and 5 ml of 10 mM 3′ primer. The PCR
program was similar to the first step, using 24
cycles. Specific primers corresponding to the
constant region of the plasmid were used. The
5′ primer also had a unique upstream 5-nt barcode sequence (underlined) (5′-XXXXX TAGGGCGCGCCAGTCCT-3′), and three different barcodes
were used for each bin. The 3′ primer was common to all bins (5′-NNNNN CTCACCATCGGTCCGAGTCG-3′, where 'N's represent random
nucleotides). The concentration of the PCR samples was measured using a monochromator
(Tecan i-control), and the samples were mixed in
ratios corresponding to their ratio in the population. The library was separated from unspecific fragments by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose
gel stained by EtBr, cut from the gel, and cleaned
in 2 steps: gel extraction kit (Qiagen) and SPRI
beads (Agencourt AMPure XP). The sample was
assessed for size and purity at the Tapestation,
using high sensitivity D1K screenTape (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, California). 100 ng
library DNA were used for library preparation
for NGS; specific Illumina adaptors were added,
and DNA was amplified using 8 amplification cycles, protocol adopted from Blecher-Gonen et al.
(56). The sample was reanalyzed using Tapestation.
RNA purification for
splicing measurements
RNA was purified from 2 × 106 eGFP+ library cells,
using the Nucleospin RNA II kit (Macherey-Nagel).
cDNA was prepared from 1 mg RNA using Verso
cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and random hexamers. PCR on the cDNA as
template was carried out using Kapa Hifi ready
mix X2 (KAPA Biosystems) with the library constant primers. To enable direct comparison with
the gDNA sample, we used exactly the same PCR
reaction setup and program.
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
For each sample, RNA was purified from ~2 × 106
cells using Nucleospin RNA II kit (MachereyNagel). cDNA was prepared from 1 mg RNA using
Verso cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Fisher ScienSCIENCE sciencemag.org

tific) and random hexamers, and diluted 1:8 for
real-time PCR. Real-time PCR was carried out
using KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR Kit (Kapa Biosystems) in a StepOnePlus machine (Applied Biosystems). Expression levels were normalized to
the glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) housekeeping gene. Primers used were
GAGTTCATGCGCTTCAAGGTGC (mRFP Fw1),
TGGAGCCGTACTGGAACTGAGG (mRFP Rv1)
GCAGGACGGCGAGTTCATCTAC (mRFP Fw2),
TCCTTCAGCTTCAGCCTCATCTTG (mRFP Rv2),
CTGAAGGGCGAGATCAAGATGAG (mRFP Fw3),
CCTCGTTGTGGGAGGTGATGTC (mRFP Rv3),
GCCACAAGTTCAGCGTGTCC (eGFP Fw), GTAGCGGCTGAAGCACTGCAC (eGFP Rv), GTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGG (GAPDH Fw), AAAAGCAGCCCTGGTGACC (GAPDH Rv).
Construction of luciferase reporter plasmids
Bicistronic luciferase plasmids: Sequences of 13
selected oligos and the linker sequence from the
empty vector were inserted instead of the HCV
IRES in the bicistronic luciferase plasmid pRLHCV_IRES-pFL, by using a restriction free (RF)
cloning method (57).
Monocistronic luciferase plasmids: The tested
sequences were amplified from bicistronic lucifearse plasmids together with the Firefly coding
sequence and the terminator, and cloned into the
monocistronic luciferase plasmid php-Bcl2_IRESFL downstream of a hairpin structure. The amplified sequences were cloned instead of the Bcl-2
IRES and the respective downstream sequences
using the restriction enzymes Not I and Psp XI
(NEB).
Deletion of sequences in different luciferase
plasmids: Deletions in the length of 70 bp were
made using the Transfer PCR (TPCR) method
(58). Briefly, a primer flanking the deletion and a
downstream primer were used to create a megaprimer that, in turn, is used for entire plasmid
synthesis in the same reaction. Deletions were
created on bicistronic and monocistronic plasmids using the same approach. Primers used for
Luciferase assay construct cloning are shown in
table S1.
Luciferase reporter assay
Dual luciferase assay was performed as described
before (59). Briefly, 2.5 × 104 H1299 cells were
plated per well in a 24-well plate, 24 hours before
transfection. Cells were transfected with 30 ng
bicistronic plasmid by using Lipofectamine 2000
transfection reagent, and medium was exchanged
after 6 hours. Renilla and Firefly luciferase activities were measured 48 hours posttransfection
by using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI), according to the
manufacturer's protocol, with a Veritas Luminometer (Promega). Monocistronic luciferase assay:
1.5 × 105 H1299 cells were plated per well in a
6-well plate, 24 hours before transfection. Cells
were transfected with 180 ng monocistronic plasmid by using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection
reagent, and medium was exchanged after 6 hours.
Firefly luciferase activity was measured 48 hours
posttransfection using the Luciferase Assay Sys-

tem (Promega), according to the manufacturer's
protocol. RNA was extracted from cell lysate by
using TRI reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), and Firefly
mRNA levels were quantified by using qRT–
PCR. Expression levels were normalized to the
GAPDH housekeeping gene. The primers used
for the reaction follow: TCGGTAAAGTTGTTCCATTTTTTGAAG (Fluc Fw primer) and GGATTGTTTACATAACCGGACATAATCATAG (Fluc Rv
primer), GTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGG (GAPDH
Fw), AAAAGCAGCCCTGGTGACC (GAPDH Rv).
Computational analyses
Mapping deep-sequencing reads
To determine the identity of the oligo after sequencing, we made sure that the first 25 nt of the
variable region were unique and distinguishable
from other designed oligos in the library of 3 nt
or more. In the cases where the first 25 nt of the
designed oligo were similar to other oligos (less
than 3 nt difference), a unique 8-mer barcode
sequence was designed instead of the first 8 nt
of the variable region. DNA was sequenced on
HiSeq-2000 or NextSeq-500 sequencer. For capindependent translation measurements, we
obtained ~26 million reads for the full pEF1mRFP-oligos-eGFP library (before sorting) so that
88% of the designed oligos (48,658 of 55,000)
had coverage of ≥10 reads. We obtained ~4 million reads for all the 16 expression bins in biological replicate number 1 and ~7 million reads in
biological replicate number 2. For promoter activity measurements, we obtained ~31 million
reads of the full pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library (before sorting), so that 92% of the designed oligos (50,559 of 55,000) had sequencing
coverage of ≥10 reads. About 1 million reads were
obtained for the eGFP+ population. For splicing
measurements, we obtained ~1 million reads for
each of the gDNA and cDNA samples. As reference sequence for mapping, we constructed in
silico an “artificial library chromosome” by concatenating all the sequences of the 55,000 designed oligos with spacers of 50 N’s. Single-end
HiSeq or NextSeq reads in the length of 50 or
75 nt, respectively, were trimmed to 45 nt containing the common priming site and the unique
25 nt of the oligo’s variable region. Trimmed reads
were mapped to the artificial library chromosome
using Novoalign aligner, and the number of
reads for each designed oligo was counted in
each sample.
Computing expression scores for
cap-independent translation
Deep-sequencing reads from each expression
bin and the full pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library
were mapped to the unique 25 nt of the designed 55,000 oligos. For oligos that had ≥2
reads in at least two adjacent bins (representing
independent PCR and sequencing), we computed the mean expression as the weighted average of eGFP expression bins, where the weight
of each bin is the fraction of the oligo reads
number in this bin of its total reads in all 16
bins. For oligos that were not detected in two
adjacent bins and had >100 reads in the full
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pEF1-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library (e.g., oligos that
were represented in the library but had negative
eGFP expression), we assigned a score of background eGFP expression as determined by the
empty vector (pEF1-mRFP-eGFP). For oligos that
had fewer than 100 reads in the full pEF1-mRFPoligos-eGFP library, we assigned a NaN value.
Computing expression scores for
promoter activity
For each of the 55,000 oligos, we computed the
fraction of reads number in the eGFP+ population out of the total number of reads in the full
pEF1del-mRFP-oligos-eGFP library. Because the
overall eGFP+ cells were 2.5% of the population
when sorting the library in the FACS, we set the
activity threshold to the 97.5th percentile of the
computed fractions of all oligos, which is 0.2.
Oligos with computed fraction of ≥0.2 were considered as positive promoters and, therefore, removed from cap-independent translation analysis.
Assessment of splicing activity in
the library
For each oligo, we computed the log2 ratio between the number of reads in the cDNA sample
and the number of reads in the gDNA sample. To
compute a threshold for oligos with splicing activity, we fitted a normal distribution based on
the right side of the histogram (fig. S3B) and
extracted the mean and standard deviation (SD).
We set a threshold 1.5 SD from the mean of this
histogram (fig. S3B). Oligos with computed log
ratio of ≤–2.5 were considered as having splicing
activity and, therefore, were removed from capindependent translation analysis.
Testing the enrichment of k-mers with
complementarity to the 18S rRNA in native
cap-independnet sequences
Short k-mers 7 nt in length were extracted from
the active region (nt 812 to 1233) of the 18S rRNA
and the inactive regions (i.e, position on the 18S
rRNA for which expression is lower than the
activity threshold). For each k-mer, we compared
the expression measurements of oligos that contain its sequence (up to one mismatch) and oligos
that do not contain its sequences from all the
native oligos in the library (n = 23,623) by
Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
Statistical analyses
To assess the difference between two groups
of values that are distributed normally (e.g.,
GC content, MFE, cDNA/gDNA ratio), we used
Student’s t test. In the case of fluorescence-based
expression measurements of cap-independent
translation and promoter activity for which a
detection boundary exists and the data thus do
not distribute normally, we performed a nonparameteric Wilcoxon rank-sum test. To show that
the fraction of sequences with cap-independent
translation or promoter activity is higher in one
group compared with the other, we used a twoproportion z test (e.g., cap-independent activity
of 3′UTRs versus the CDS of human transcripts
and cap-independent activity of the polyprotein
aad4939-12

region of uncapped versus capped [+]ssRNA viruses). To test for enrichment of a motif within a
group of sequences [e.g., the enrichment of poly(U)
element within regulatory sequences], we used
Fisher’s exact test. To test for colocalization between cap-independent translation sequences
and the annotated mature proteins of [+]ssRNA
viruses, we compared the distances between
the start positions of mature proteins and the
nearest translation elements to the distances obtained when the translation elements were randomly shuffled across the virus genome. When
testing multiple hypotheses (e.g., multiple k-mers
with complementary sequences to the 18S rRNA
and multiple uncapped [+]ssRNA genomes),
P values were corrected using the BenjaminiHochberg procedure.
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